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PLEASE NOTE: Share International magazine subscriptions and single issue orders are now being processed

separately from orders for books and tapes — at a new location. Please use this order form for the magazine only,
include payment only for the magazine, and mail to this new address: PO Box 5668, Santa Monica CA 90409
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SHARE

INTERNATIONAL
A CLEAR VOICE

OF THE

NEW TIME

Unlike the majority of today’s media, Share International
magazine considers the entire world as a global village and all
people as members of one human family. It gives its readers
factual information about the injustices that persist, yet
balances it with the inspired thinking of influential people in all
fields and the practical solutions being implemented by littleknown people in villages and cities everywhere.
The purpose of Share International is to inform people
about the presence of Maitreya—the World Teacher—and His
group, the Masters of Wisdom, as well as Their priorities and
teachings for the New Time. The magazine also strives to raise
public awareness of what is being done and what still needs to
be done across the wide spectrum of human society—life on
planet Earth.
Published monthly in five languages and read in over 70
countries, Share International has, for 28 years, inspired
thousands of people to ‘get involved’ by giving their time,
energy and financial assistance to the groups that are changing
our world for the better. In so doing, they have also found new
meaning and purpose in their own lives.
Thus, Share International is a ‘gift’, not only to yourself but
also to those you care about. If you have never read it, and
don’t want to make a commitment for a full year, consider our
3-month trial subscription.

REGULAR FEATURES INCLUDE:
 Up-to-date information on Maitreya, the World
Teacher
 An article from a Master of Wisdom
 Expansions on the Ageless Wisdom teachings
 Articles by, and interviews with, people at the forefront of progressive world change.

Subscriptions to Share International magazine
(10 issues per year):
$30 for North/Central/South America and the Philippines
$32.50 for Australia and New Zealand

_____1-year subscription (if a renewal, check this box

). . . . . . ._______

_____2-year subscription or renewal (double 1-year amount) . . . . _______
_____1-year gift subscription. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _______
_____1-year gift subscription for a USA library (20.00). . . . . . . . . _______
_____3-mo. trial subscription within USA only (10.00). . . . . . . . . _______
_____Back issue total (from other side) $3.50 each . . . . . . . . . . . _______
TOTAL ENCLOSED. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _______
 All orders must be accompanied by full payment.
 Non-U.S. customers send only international money orders or bank
drafts in U.S. dollars, drawn on a bank which has U.S. clearance.
Western Union is also acceptable.
 Make payable to: SHARE INTERNATIONAL USA
Mail to:
PO BOX 5668, SANTA MONICA, CA 90409 USA
Please print in CAPITAL LETTERS
Also give email address and/or phone in case we have a
question about your subscription.
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION:
Name ____________________________________________
Street __________________________________ Apt.______
City______________________________________________
State ___________Zip/Postal code_____________________
Country _________________Phone____________________
E-mail____________________________________________
GIFT SUBSCRIPTION 1:
Name ____________________________________________
Street __________________________________ Apt.______
City______________________________________________
State ___________Zip/Postal code_____________________
Country _________________Phone____________________

 News from UN agencies and positive developments
in the transformation of our world

E-mail____________________________________________

 Benjamin Creme’s insightful answers to a wide variety of topical and esoteric questions

Name ____________________________________________

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION 2:
Street __________________________________ Apt.______
City______________________________________________

Please use reverse side to order recent back issues.
Include $3.50 per issue.

State ___________Zip/Postal code_____________________
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E-mail____________________________________________

Country _________________Phone____________________

RECENT SHARE INTERNATIONAL
BACK ISSUES
Check the box and include $3.50 for each issue you
wish to order. Transfer the total amount to Side One of
this sheet.
332 Jul-Aug 2010: The search for peace; Our planet is
suffering—we can all help it heal; Rights for a living planet;
Testimonies of world leaders meeting with the Space
Brothers; Pope John XXIII and UFOs; Human Free Will—
its key role in the current world crisis; Edward Bellamy:
Looking Backward 2000-1887 (book review); Australian
‘star’ spiral; Worldwide UFO sightings; Brotherhood—a
compilation, Part One; West Bank Diary
331 June 2010: Brotherhood; Now a global player, the
South must develop its media; Maternal deaths decline
worldwide; Annie Leonard: The Story of Stuff (book
review); Goldman Environmental Prize 2010; Statue of
Jesus oozes honey; Aspiration—Part 2; People’s World
Conference convenes on climate change; Working for
peace and sustainability; Citizen diplomacy and the forging
of world peace
330 May 2010: Men awaken to Maitreya; Time for a
comprehensive Nuclear Weapons Convention; Optimism
boosts the immune system; Benjamin Creme’s response to
Raj Patel’s article; The state of the world’s women;
Aspiration—Part 1; The ‘star’ that heralds Maitreya’s
emergence; Waste not; Darfur peace talks: where are the
women?; Little Leonardos
329 April 2010: Maitreya speaks; Global recession
accelerates movement to slow down; The response to
Maitreya’s first television interviews; 2010 Year of
Biodiversity; The circle of health; Want the good life? Your
neighbors need it, too; Waste: Uncovering the global food
scandal; UFOs: Their spiritual mission—Q&A Part 2;
Awareness—a compilation; “The veil of secrecy must be
lifted”; The rights of Mother Earth
328 March 2010: The Awakening; World at a
crossroads; UFOs in the Nuclear Age; The Art of SelfRealization—Part 2; UFOs: Their spiritual mission—Q&A
Part 1; The Unheard Truth: Poverty and Human Rights, by
Irene Khan; Seven-year-old raises £200,000 for Haiti
earthquake; Malawi’s ‘currents of hope’

Declaration—a heartfelt truth; “A new Moses will lead you”
(Angels in Starships by Giorgio Dibitonto); Truth—a
compilation; Millions suffering food shortages in East Africa;
A new path for Japan
323 September 2009: The blasphemy of war; G8 food
security initiative no help for world’s hungry; “Global
recession caused by greed”; Ecological Intelligence, by
Daniel Goleman; Peace—a compilation; Global
environmental alliance; “We must rise against the injustice
in Palestine”—Part 2; Polluted before birth; Peace award
for UN refugee agency; Self-rule for indigenous Bolivians
321 June 2009: Man’s emerging divinity; Women
workers will be hit hardest; Maitreya’s priorities—a
compilation; Goldman Environmental Prize; Gathering of
the Forces of Light; A sacred service; The planet, trees,
UNEP and you
320 May 2009: The curse of commercialization;
Growing a green collar economy; The city that ended
hunger; Worldwide action against climate change;
Addressing world crisis requires a G192, not the G20; Turin
Shroud no fake, admits scientist; “World’s poor should not
pay for crisis”
318 March 2009: The moment has come; From the
jaws of crisis, bold experimentation; World Social Forum:
hopeful focus on future; World’s leaders looking for “the
guy” to fix economic problems; Bringing medical care to the
people; Food crisis to worsen; Economic crisis leads to
protests worldwide; Maitreya’s first interview—a
compilation; Education, education, education (US
conference Q&A with Benjamin Creme); State of the World
2009: Into a warming world
315 November 08:Worldwide
financial crisis—what next?; The
future economy—a compilation;
Global financial meltdown; The
Democratic deficit (interview with
Noam Chomsky—Part 2); Global
effort to eliminate malaria; 2008 Right
Livelihood Awards; The new golden
age (interview with economist Ravi
Batra); The poverty, food, fuel, environmental and financial
crises are all interconnected

325 November 2009: Men’s lives will flourish; A culture
of pease—the time has come; The Life You Can Save, by
Peter Singer; The Environment—a compilation; The
gathering storm—cause and ‘Butterfly effect’; Child
mortality declining; Countdown to Copenhagen

312 Jul-Aug 08: The Oneness of Humanity; If we want
peace, we all have to build it; Treaty signed to ban cluster
bombs; Discovering our own reality (interview with Swami
Premananda); Education under attack—reclaiming schools
as zones of peace; Earth in the balance (interview with
Lester Brown); The new education; Madonna apparitions in
America; Green activists honoured

324 October 2009: The perennial light of Truth; The
sudden demise of neo-liberal economics; The Day of

Total back issues: ____ copies @ $3.50_________

